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Abstract: In this paper, we present an accurate and numerically efficient method to implement 
the GN and EGN nonlinearity prediction methods when the power evolution along the fiber is in 
an arbitrary form. This approach will provide us with a reliable tool to efficiently use GN and 
Enhanced GN (EGN) methods for analysis of the nonlinearity for ultrawideband coherent fiber 
optic WDM systems (C+L band or even wider bandwidth systems) in the presence of the Inter-
channel Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRS) and systems using forward-pumped or/and 
backward-pumped Raman amplification. 
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1- Introduction 
Physical-layer-aware control and optimization of ultra-high-capacity optical networks is becoming 
an increasingly important aspect of networking, as throughput demand and loads increase. A 
necessary pre-requisite is the availability of accurate analytical modeling of fiber non-linear effects 
(or NLI, Non-Linear-Interference).   
Several NLI models have been proposed over the years, such as ‘time-domain’ [1], [2], GN [3], 
EGN [4] , [5] , others such as [6]-[9], and various precursors of the all of them (see for instance 
refs. in [10]). Among these methods, GN and EGN have been widely used to accurately evaluate 
the NLI in modern coherent optical communication systems. 
On the other hand, increasing capacity demands is inevitable while deploying more new fibers is 
very costly and people are seeking methods to use the most available possible capacity of the 
already installed optical fibers. One important approach is extending the frequency bandwidth of 
the fiber from C band to C+L band and even higher. One of critical challenges in extending the 
bandwidth to C+L, specifically in the modeling point of view, is ISRS effect. ISRS is a nonlinear 
physical effect that causes the power transfer from higher frequencies of the propagating signal 
along the fiber to lower frequencies which is a minor neglectable effect in C band but becomes a 
dominant effect in systems using C+L bandwidth and higher bandwidths. 
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Also, coherent fiber optic system with Distributed Raman amplification are very favorable due to 
very low achievable noise figure and potential achievable high bandwidths [11] in Raman-
amplified systems compared with EDFA based amplification systems. The nonlinearity modeling 
is an important issue in the Raman amplified fiber optic links. 
The modeling of the NLI in the above-mentioned Raman-involved systems would be important 
for design and optimization of the system parameters. There are some good attempts to involve 
Raman effect in NLI modeling [12],[13],[14] however, they use several simplifying 
approximations which may cause inaccurate results in a general complex scenario, i.e. zero or low 
dispersion fiber involved fiber optic links or low Baud Rate involved channels in WDM comb. 
Therefore, the necessity of having an efficient tool for NLI modeling is obvious. As GN and EGN 
models have been very successful in accurate and effective modeling of the NLI for the Raman-
free (C band) systems, they seem to be potentially attractive tools provided that, they can be 
equipped with Raman support capability.  
The aim of this work is to reconsider the mathematical model of GN and EGN methods in the 
presence of the Raman effect. Then, we present a numerically efficient approach for the numerical 
implementation of the provided mathematical model. It is worth mentioning that in this paper we 
assume that we have the power evolution function of the signal in each WDM channel along the 
fiber and we use these power evolution functions in our model. The power evolution functions can 
be obtained by solving differential equations numerically which describe the Raman effect 
dynamism or other methods such as machine learning [15]. 
In section 2 we briefly explain the differential equations which model the power evolution of the 
channels when Raman effect is considered in the model. In section 3, a simple linear model of 
signal propagation along a fiber span is discussed. The Link Function (LF) in its general form is 
mathematically expressed in section 4. Sections 5 and 6 mainly discuss about efficient numerical 
implementation of the LF. In section 7, a step by step algorithm for practical implementation of 
the LF is presented and section 8 concludes the paper.  
2- Raman effect mathematical modeling 
Raman effect is a well-known nonlinear phenomenon which causes a power transfer from higher 
frequencies (shorter wavelengths) to lower frequencies (longer wavelengths) when signal 
propagates along a fiber optic. In a general scenario of a WDM  system with possible Raman 
amplification, WDM frequency comb (signal) propagating in the +z direction in the fiber 
containing N channels with center frequencies 𝑓ଵ < 𝑓ଶ < ⋯ < 𝑓ே  and possible 𝑁௣ Raman 
amplification pumps (each pump can propagate either in +z direction or in -z direction) with 
frequencies  𝑓ேାଵ, 𝑓ேାଶ, … , 𝑓ேାே೛ , (all frequencies are positive absolute frequency)  the distance 
dependent power of each channel and pump can be modeled by a set of coupled nonlinear 
differential equations as [16],[17]: 
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𝑑𝑃௟
𝑑𝑧
= ൞ ෍ 𝜁 ൬
𝑓௟
𝑓௜
൰ × 𝐶ோ(𝑓௜ − 𝑓௟) × 𝑃௜
൫ேାே೛൯
௜ୀଵ
ൢ × 𝑃௟ − 2 × 𝜚௟ × 𝛼௟ × 𝑃௟   
                                                                                                                ; 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ (𝑁 + 𝑁௣)   
 
 
eq. (1) 
Where eq. (1) is a set of (𝑁 + 𝑁௣) coupled nonlinear differential equations. z is the distance from 
the signal at the signal launch location in the fiber and +z is the signal propagation direction 
(forward propagating direction). 𝑙 can be in the range  1 pl N N    and  𝑃௝ = 𝑃௝(𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑓௝, 𝑧) 
is the power of the 𝑗th WDM channel at the distance z  (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁).  𝑃௝ᇲାே = 𝑃௝ᇲାே(𝑧) =
𝑃(𝑓௝ᇲାே  , 𝑧) is the power of the 𝑗ᇱth amplification pump at the distance z (1 ≤ 𝑗ᇱ ≤ 𝑁௣). 𝜚௟ can be 
equal to either +1 or -1. 𝜚௟ = +1 for signal (1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑁) or pumps propagating along +z 
direction (forward propagating) while 𝜚௟ = −1 for pumps propagating in -z direction 
(backward propagating pumps). Also, 𝛼௟ is the intrinsic fiber loss parameter for the frequency 
𝑓௟ in the absence of Raman which in general, can have different values for different frequencies 
(in general we have frequency dependent loss). We may also denote 𝛼௟ by 𝛼(𝑓௟) in this paper so 
𝛼௟ = 𝛼(𝑓௟). We assume the realistic assumption that 𝛼(𝑓) is a slowly varying function with respect 
to the frequency and is approximately constant through each WDM channel while can be different 
from one channel to another one. 𝐶ோ(𝑢) is an odd function with respect to its frequency variable 
𝑢 which represents the gain profile of the Raman effect in the fiber which depends on the fiber 
physical specifications. For 𝑢 = 0, 𝐶ோ(𝑢) = 0 and for  𝑢 > 0, 𝐶ோ(𝑢) ≥ 0 and for 𝑢 < 0, 𝐶ோ(𝑢) =
−𝐶ோ(−𝑢). 
The function 𝜁(𝑥) in equation (1) is defined as: 
𝜁(𝑥) ≜ ൝
𝑥     𝑥 > 1
0    𝑥 = 1
1    𝑥 < 1
 
eq. (2) 
 
It is worth noticing that in the absence of the Raman effect,  𝐶ோ(𝑢) = 0 ∀𝑢, and eq. (1) has the 
obvious analytical solution: 𝑃௞(𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑓௞ , 𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑓௞ , 0) × 𝑒ିଶ×𝜚𝑘×ఈೖ×௭  for   1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁 + 𝑁௣ 
where power of each channel is independent of the power of other channels. 
In general, there is not an analytical solution for eq. (1), which then it must be solved numerically. 
In this work we assume that a pre-calculation has been made for obtaining power evolution of each 
WDM channel along each fiber span in the fiber optic link. Therefore, the function of power 
evolution for each WDM channel and for each fiber span has been already obtained and they are 
ready to be used in GN/EGN models. 
3- Linear Model of Signal Propagation Along Fiber Span 
A schematic figure of a fiber span with length 𝐿௦
(௡ೞ) is depicted in Fig. 1. We call the input signal 
(Electric field) to the fiber span as 𝐸௜௡
(௡ೞ)(𝑓) in frequency domain. In the linear regime where we 
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ignore Kerr nonlinearity and Raman effects and all other possible nonlinear effects in the fiber, the 
signal after propagating z meters along the fiber span is 𝐸(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) in frequency domain and can 
be represented as: 
𝐸(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) = 𝐸௜௡
(௡ೞ)(𝑓) × exp (+ ∫ 𝜅(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓)𝑑𝑧ᇱ௭଴ )  
eq. (3) 
 
Figure (1): Mathematical model of a fiber span 
 
Where 𝜅(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) is generalized propagation constant and is defined as: 
𝜅(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) ≜ −𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) − 𝑗𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓)=−𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) − 𝑗 𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑓) eq. (4) 
 
Where  𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) and 𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) = 𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑓)  are two real valued functions namely:  propagation 
loss function and propagation constant respectively. Combining equations (3), (4) the power 
evolution along the fiber can be written as: 
𝑃(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) ≜ ห𝐸(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓)ห
ଶ
= ቚ𝐸௜௡
(௡ೞ)(𝑓)ቚ
ଶ
× exp ቆ−2 × න 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௭
଴
ቇ = 
𝑃௜௡
(௡ೞ)(𝑓) × exp൫−2 × ∫ 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓)𝑑𝑧ᇱ௭଴ ൯ = 𝑃
(௡ೞ)(0, 𝑓) × 
                                                                           exp ቆ−2 × න 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௭
଴
ቇ 
eq. (5) 
For notation simplification and based on the equation (5) we define: 
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) ≜
𝑃(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓)
𝑃(௡ೞ)(0, 𝑓)
= exp ቆ−2 × න 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௭
଴
ቇ 
eq. (6) 
In our analysis we accept a realistic assumption which the power evolution for all fiber spans and 
for each frequency (each WDM channel) have been pre-calculated and therefore 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) for all 
WDM channel frequencies and for all spans in the optical link are available. It is worth mentioning 
that we realistically assume 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) is a slowly varying function with respect to 𝑓 and for each 
frequency inside one  fixed channel in WDM comb it is approximately constant with respect to the 
frequency but can be changed channel by channel and can be different span by span. It is obvious 
that in the absence of Raman effect, 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) = exp൫−2 × 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓) × 𝑧൯ where 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓) is the 
intrinsic fiber loss parameter of the 𝑛௦th fiber span in frequency 𝑓. 
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Another realistic approximation for modeling simplification would be  𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) = 𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑓) 
which implies that the propagation constant is a constant function with respect to z (along a span) 
but can be a function of frequency and also can be different span by span. It is common to consider 
𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑓) with a Tylor expansion up to 4th term as: 
𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) = 𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑓)
= 𝛽଴
(௡ೞ) + 2𝜋 × 𝛽ଵ
(௡ೞ) × ቀ𝑓 − 𝑓௖
(௡ೞ)ቁ + 4𝜋ଶ ×
𝛽ଶ
(௡ೞ)
2
× ቀ𝑓 − 𝑓௖
(௡ೞ)ቁ
ଶ
 
                                                                                                    + 8𝜋ଷ ×
𝛽ଷ
(௡ೞ)
6
× ቀ𝑓 − 𝑓௖
(௡ೞ)ቁ
ଷ
 
 
eq. (7) 
Where 𝑓௖
(௡ೞ) is the center frequency of the Tylor expansion of the propagation constant which is a 
constant parameter for each span while, in general, can be different span by span. Unlike 
𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓), 𝑃(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) and 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) that are approximately constant functions along each 
channel, 𝛽(௡ೞ)(𝑓) is generally a rapidly varying function with respect to f and can vary along each 
channel.  
Combining equations (4) and (7) we will have: 
𝜅(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) ≜ −𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) − 𝑗𝛽଴
(௡ೞ) − 𝑗2𝜋 × 𝛽ଵ
(௡ೞ) × ቀ𝑓 − 𝑓௖
(௡ೞ)ቁ 
                               −𝑗4𝜋ଶ ×
𝛽ଶ
(௡ೞ)
2
× ቀ𝑓 − 𝑓௖
(௡ೞ)ቁ
ଶ
 − 𝑗 8𝜋ଷ ×
𝛽ଷ
(௡ೞ)
6
× ቀ𝑓 − 𝑓௖
(௡ೞ)ቁ
ଷ
 
eq. (8) 
The EDFA at the end of the span is also considered as a linear and time-invariant (LTI) system 
which ignoring the ASE noise and setting amplifier input signal in frequency domain as 
𝐸௜௡,௔௠௣
(௡ೞ) (𝑓), at the ouuput of amplifier we will have: 
𝐸௢௨௧,௔௠௣
(௡ೞ) (𝑓) = 𝐸௜௡,௔௠௣
(௡ೞ) (𝑓) × ටΓ(௡ೞ)(𝑓) × 
                                                     exp (+𝑗𝜃(௡ೞ)(𝑓)) × exp (−𝑗 × 4𝜋ଶ × ఉವ಴ೆ
(೙ೞ)
ଶ
× 𝑓ଶ)  
eq. (9) 
In eq. (9), Γ(௡ೞ)(𝑓) is the power gain of the amplifier that generally can be frequency dependent. 
𝜃(௡ೞ)(𝑓) is the frequency dependent phase which is imposed on the signal when passing through 
the amplifier and shows the possible linear filtering property of the EDFA amplifier. Also 𝛽஽஼௎
(௡ೞ) is 
the possible lumped accumulated dispersion integrated with EDFA amplifier. We also consider 
the realistic assumption for two functions Γ(௡ೞ)(𝑓) and 𝜃(௡ೞ)(𝑓) to be slowly varying functions 
with respect to the frequency and therefore, they are almost constant when f is changed through a 
fixed WDM channel but they can change channel by channel and also span by span.   
As the GN and EGN are the perturbative models which consider the NLI as a small perturbation 
in the linear model of the signal, the linear model and parameters presented in this section show 
up in GN and EGN formulas extensively. 
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4- General Link Function 
The GN and EGN formulas ae completely presented in [3], [4] for a coherent multi-span optical 
fiber link. All the specification of the optical fiber link contributes to GN and EGN formulas 
through the Link Function (LF). One general form of the LF is represented as [18]:  
𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = 
−𝑗 × ෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ)
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× ൞ න 𝑒∫ ቂ఑
(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙భ൯ା఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ ,   ௙మ൯ାቀ఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙య൯ቁ
∗
ି఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,  ௙భା௙మି௙య൯ቃ
೥ᇲ
బ  ௗ௭
ᇲᇲ
 𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
ൢ 
× ∏ ቄඥΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × 𝑒௝ఏ
(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)ேೞ௣ୀ௡ೞ × 𝑒
∫ ఑(೛)(௭ ,௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಽೞ(೛)
బ  ௗ௭ 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛) ×(೑భశ೑మష೑య)
మ
మ ൠ  
× ෑ ቊ ටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) ×  𝑒
∫ ቂ఑(೛)(௭ ,௙భ)ା఑(೛)(௭ ,௙మ)ାቀ఑(೛)(௭ ,௙య)ቁ
∗
ቃಽೞ
(೛)
బ  ௗ௭
௡ೞିଵ
௣ୀଵ
 
                                    × 𝑒𝑗ቂ𝜃
(𝑝)൫𝑓1൯+𝜃
(𝑝)൫𝑓2൯−𝜃
(𝑝)൫𝑓3൯ቃ × 𝑒
−𝑗×4𝜋2×቎
𝛽𝐷𝐶𝑈
(𝑝)
2 ×𝑓1
2 + 
𝛽𝐷𝐶𝑈
(𝑝)
2 ×𝑓2
2 −  
𝛽𝐷𝐶𝑈
(𝑝)
2 ×𝑓3
2቏
⎭
⎬
⎫
 
               
eq. 
(10) 
Where 𝑁௦ is the total spans that form the Optical fiber link and 𝐿௦
(௡ೞ) and 𝛾(௡ೞ) are the length and 
the nonlinearity parameter related to the 𝑛௦th fiber span respectively. Other parameters and 
variables used in equation (10) have been already presented in the previous section (section 3). 
The LF is denoted in chapter 7 of [19] by 𝜇(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓) notation which 𝑓 = 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ. A less 
general (with respect to equation (10)) is presented in equation C.4 in [19]. GN formula was 
presented in equation (7.11) in [19] and EGN formulas are presented in equations (7.10-21) and 
(D.1-14).    
Using equation (4), equation (10) can be simplified as: 
𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = −𝑗 × 𝑒
௝ ∑ ఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భା௙మି௙య)
మ
ଶ ×∑ ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)ಿೞ
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ  
෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ) × 𝑒௝ ∑ ൣఏ
(೛)(௙భ)ାఏ(೛)(௙మ)ିఏ(೛)(௙య)ିఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× 𝑒ି௝ ∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ൣఉ(೛)(௙భ)ାఉ(೛)(௙మ)ିఉ(೛)(௙య)ିఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×ൣ௙భమ ା ௙మమ ି  ௙యమି(௙భା௙మି௙య)మ൧×∑
ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)
ଶ
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
× ൞ න 𝑒∫ ቂ఑
(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙భ൯ା఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ ,   ௙మ൯ାቀ఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙య൯ቁ
∗
ି఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,  ௙భା௙మି௙య൯ቃ
೥ᇲ
బ  ௗ௭
ᇲᇲ
 𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
ൢ 
× ∏ ቄඥΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) 
ேೞ
௣ୀ௡ೞ × 𝑒
ି ∫ ఈ(೛)(௭ ,௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಽೞ(೛)
బ  ௗ௭ ቅ ×                                                           
ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) × 𝑒ି ∫ ఈ
(೛)(௭ ,௙భ)
ಽೞ(೛)
బ  ௗ௭𝑒ି ∫ ఈ
(೛)(௭ ,௙మ)
ಽೞ(೛)
బ  ௗ௭𝑒ି ∫ ఈ
(೛)(௭ ,௙య)
ಽೞ(೛)
బ  ௗ௭ቋ
௡ೞିଵ
௣ୀଵ
 
               
eq. 
(11) 
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Using equation (6), equation (11) can be written as: 
𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = −𝑗 × 𝑒
௝ ∑ ఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భା௙మି௙య)
మ
ଶ ×∑ ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)ಿೞ
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ  
෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ) × 𝑒௝ ∑ ൣఏ
(೛)(௙భ)ାఏ(೛)(௙మ)ିఏ(೛)(௙య)ିఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× 𝑒ି௝ ∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ൣఉ(೛)(௙భ)ାఉ(೛)(௙మ)ିఉ(೛)(௙య)ିఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×ൣ௙భమ ା ௙మమ ି  ௙యమି(௙భା௙మି௙య)మ൧×∑
ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)
ଶ
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
× ൞ න 𝑒∫ ቂ఑
(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙భ൯ା఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ ,   ௙మ൯ାቀ఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙య൯ቁ
∗
ି఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,  ௙భା௙మି௙య൯ቃ
೥ᇲ
బ  ௗ௭
ᇲᇲ
 𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
ൢ 
× ∏ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣)ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷቁቋ 
ேೞ
௣ୀ௡ೞ ×                                                           
ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣)ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵቁ × 𝜌(௣)ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଶቁ × 𝜌(௣)ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଷቁ
 
ቋ
௡ೞିଵ
௣ୀଵ
 
 
               
eq. (12) 
 
Using equation (7) and some manipulation in (12) we have: 
𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = −𝑗 × 𝑒
௝ ∑ ఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భା௙మି௙య)
మ
ଶ ×∑ ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)ಿೞ
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ  
෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ) × 𝑒௝ ∑ ൣఏ
(೛)(௙భ)ାఏ(೛)(௙మ)ିఏ(೛)(௙య)ିఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣)ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷቁቋ 
ேೞ
௣ୀ௡ೞ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣)ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵቁ × 𝜌(௣)ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଶቁ × 𝜌(௣)ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଷቁ
 
ቋ
(௡ೞିଵ)
௣ୀଵ
× 𝑒ା௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×∑ ቄఉವ಴ೆ
(೛) ା௅ೞ
(೛)×ቂఉమ
(೛)ାగ×ఉయ
(೛)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೛)ቁቃቅ(೙ೞషభ)೛సభ
× ൞ න 𝑒∫ ቂ఑
(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙భ൯ା఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ ,   ௙మ൯ାቀ఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙య൯ቁ
∗
ି఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,  ௙భା௙మି௙య൯ቃ
೥ᇲ
బ  ௗ௭
ᇲᇲ
 𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
ൢ 
 
               
eq. (13) 
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Also using equations (4), (6) and (7) we can see: 
𝑒∫ ቂ఑
(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙భ൯ା఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ ,   ௙మ൯ାቀ఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙య൯ቁ
∗
ି఑(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,  ௙భା௙మି௙య൯ቃ
೥ᇲ
బ  ௗ௭
ᇲᇲ
= 𝑒ି ∫ ఈ
(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙భ൯
೥ᇲ
బ  ௗ௭
ᇲᇲ
× 𝑒ି ∫ ఈ
(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙మ൯
೥ᇲ
బ  ௗ௭
ᇲᇲ
× 𝑒ି ∫ ఈ
(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙య൯
೥ᇲ
బ  ௗ௭
ᇲᇲ
× 𝑒ା ∫ ఈ
(೙ೞ)൫௭ᇲᇲ,   ௙భା௙మି௙య൯
೥ᇲ
బ  ௗ௭
ᇲᇲ
× 𝑒ି௝×௭ᇲ×[ఉ(೙ೞ)(௙భ)ାఉ(೙ೞ)(௙మ)ିఉ(೙ೞ)(௙య)ିఉ(೙ೞ)(௙భା௙మି௙య)]
= ඨ
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଶ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଷ)
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ)
× 𝑒ା௝×௭
ᇲ×ସగమ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×[ఉమ
(೙ೞ)ାగ×ఉయ
(೙ೞ)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೙ೞ)ቁ] 
 
eq. (14) 
 
Inserting equation (14) into equation (13) we have: 
 
𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = −𝑗 × 𝑒
௝ ∑ ఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భା௙మି௙య)
మ
ଶ ×∑ ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)ಿೞ
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 
෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ) × 𝑒௝ ∑ ൣఏ
(೛)(௙భ)ାఏ(೛)(௙మ)ିఏ(೛)(௙య)ିఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷቁቋ 
ேೞ
௣ୀ௡ೞ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଶቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଷቁ
 
ቋ
(௡ೞିଵ)
௣ୀଵ
× 𝑒ା௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×∑ ቄఉವ಴ೆ
(೛) ା௅ೞ
(೛)×ቂఉమ
(೛)ାగ×ఉయ
(೛)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೛)ቁቃቅ(೙ೞషభ)೛సభ
× න ඨ
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଶ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଷ)
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ)
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
 
                                         × 𝑒ା௝×௭
ᇲ×ସగమ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×[ఉమ
(೙ೞ)ାగ×ఉయ
(೙ೞ)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೙ೞ)ቁ] 𝑑𝑧ᇱ 
 
               
eq. (15) 
 
In the absence of Raman effect where power evolution has a closed form solution as 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) =
exp൫−2 × 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓) × 𝑧൯, equation (15) is simplified as: 
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𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = −𝑗 × 𝑒
௝ ∑ ఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భା௙మି௙య)
మ
ଶ ×∑ ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)ಿೞ
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 
෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ) × 𝑒௝ ∑ ൣఏ
(೛)(௙భ)ାఏ(೛)(௙మ)ିఏ(೛)(௙య)ିఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷቁቋ 
ேೞ
௣ୀ௡ೞ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଶቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଷቁ
 
ቋ
(௡ೞିଵ)
௣ୀଵ
× 𝑒ା௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×∑ ቄఉವ಴ೆ
(೛) ା௅ೞ
(೛)×ቂఉమ
(೛)ାగ×ఉయ
(೛)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೛)ቁቃቅ(೙ೞషభ)೛సభ
× න eି௭
ᇲ×ቀఈ(೙ೞ)(௙భ)ାఈ(೙ೞ)(௙మ)ାఈ(೙ೞ)(௙య)ିఈ(೙ೞ)(௙భା௙మି௙య)ቁ  
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
 
                                         × 𝑒ା௝×௭
ᇲ×ସగమ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×[ఉమ
(೙ೞ)ାగ×ఉయ
(೙ೞ)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೙ೞ)ቁ] 𝑑𝑧ᇱ 
 
               
eq. (16) 
Where the last integral in the equation (16) has an analytic solution and therefore we will have: 
𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = −𝑗 × 𝑒
௝ ∑ ఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భା௙మି௙య)
మ
ଶ ×∑ ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)ಿೞ
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 
෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ) × 𝑒௝ ∑ ൣఏ
(೛)(௙భ)ାఏ(೛)(௙మ)ିఏ(೛)(௙య)ିఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷቁቋ 
ேೞ
௣ୀ௡ೞ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଶቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଷቁ
 
ቋ
(௡ೞିଵ)
௣ୀଵ
× 𝑒ା௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×∑ ቄఉವ಴ೆ
(೛) ା௅ೞ
(೛)×ቂఉమ
(೛)ାగ×ఉయ
(೛)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೛)ቁቃቅ(೙ೞషభ)೛సభ  
×
1 − 𝑒ି௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)×ቂఈ(೙ೞ)(௙భ)ାఈ(೙ೞ)(௙మ)ାఈ(೙ೞ)(௙య)ିఈ(೙ೞ)(௙భା௙మି௙య)ି௝×ସగమ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×[ఉమ
(೙ೞ)ାగ×ఉయ
(೙ೞ)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೙ೞ)ቁቃ
𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ) + 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଶ) + 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଷ) − 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) − 𝑗 × 4𝜋ଶ × (𝑓ଵ − 𝑓ଷ) × (𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × [𝛽ଶ
(௡ೞ) + 𝜋 × 𝛽ଷ
(௡ೞ) × ቀ𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 2𝑓଴
(௡ೞ)ቁ
 
               
eq. 
(17) 
 
But when Raman effect is present, 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓)  does not have an analytic solution and therefore the 
integral appeared in equation (15): 
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𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ≜ න ඨ
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଶ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଷ)
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ)
 
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
 
                                         × 𝑒ା௝×௭
ᇲ×ସగమ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×[ఉమ
(೙ೞ)ାగ×ఉయ
(೙ೞ)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೙ೞ)ቁ] 𝑑𝑧ᇱ 
 
 
 
eq. (18) 
must be numerically calculated. For notation simplicity we define: 
𝜗(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ≜ ඨ
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଶ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଷ)
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ)
 
 
eq. (19) 
 
𝛿(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) 
              ≜  𝑗 × 4𝜋ଶ × (𝑓ଵ − 𝑓ଷ) × (𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × [𝛽ଶ
(௡ೞ) + 𝜋 × 𝛽ଷ
(௡ೞ) × ቀ𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 2𝑓଴
(௡ೞ)ቁ 
 
eq. (20) 
 
Using two above definitions in equations (19) and (20), equation (18) is expressed as: 
𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ≜ න 𝜗(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) × 𝑒ା௭
ᇲ×ఋ(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య) 𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
 
 
 
 
 
eq. (21) 
We also define: 
 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ≜ 𝜗(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) × 
                                 𝑒𝑥𝑝൫𝑧ᇱ × ൣ𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ) + 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଶ) + 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଷ) − 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ)൧൯
= ඨ
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଶ) × 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଷ)  
𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ)
 
                             × 𝑒𝑥𝑝൫𝑧ᇱ × ൣ𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ) + 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଶ) + 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଷ) − 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ)൧൯ 
 
eq. (22) 
 
𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ≜ −𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ) − 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଶ) − 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଷ) + 𝛼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) 
                          +𝑗4𝜋ଶ × (𝑓ଵ − 𝑓ଷ) × (𝑓ଶ−𝑓ଷ) × ቂ𝛽ଶ
(௡ೞ) + 𝜋 × 𝛽ଷ
(௡ೞ) × ቀ𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 2𝑓଴
(௡ೞ)ቁቃ 
 
 
eq. (23) 
Where 𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) is a z-independent function. Using (22) and (23), the integral in equation 
(21) can be written as: 
𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = ∫ 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) × 𝑒ା௭
ᇲ௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య) 𝑑𝑧ᇱ௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴                                         
 
 
 
 
eq. (24) 
Using equation (18), LF in equation (15) can be rewritten as: 
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𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = −𝑗 × 𝑒
௝ ∑ ఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భା௙మି௙య)
మ
ଶ ×∑ ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)ಿೞ
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 
෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ) × 𝑒௝ ∑ ൣఏ
(೛)(௙భ)ାఏ(೛)(௙మ)ିఏ(೛)(௙య)ିఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷቁቋ 
ேೞ
௣ୀ௡ೞ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଶቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଷቁ
 
ቋ
(௡ೞିଵ)
௣ୀଵ
× 𝑒ା௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×∑ ቄఉವ಴ೆ
(೛) ା௅ೞ
(೛)×ቂఉమ
(೛)ାగ×ఉయ
(೛)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೛)ቁቃቅ(೙ೞషభ)೛సభ × 𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) 
                                           
 
               
eq. (25) 
 
5- Numerical Implementation of Integral 𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)  
The integral 𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) has the analytic solution when the Raman effect is ignored (presented 
in equation (17)) but in the general scenario where Raman effect is present,  𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) must 
be numerically evaluated.  
For numerically implementation of  𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) directly, we have several problems. It is worth 
mentioning that in the GN model we have a double integral on two dimensional 𝑓ଵ − 𝑓ଶ plane 
while adding another integral on z variable changes the numerical integration to a more complex 
three dimensional in 𝑓ଵ − 𝑓ଶ − 𝑧 space. Furthermore, to implement the integral in equation (18) 
numerically with acceptable accuracy, due to the constant amplitude but phase varying term 
𝑒ା௭ᇲ×ఋ(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య), the needed resolution of integral in 𝑧ᇱ is very dependent to the absolute value of 
the  term 𝛿(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ). In fact, 𝛿(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) which is dependent to values of  𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ can 
change in a wide range specifically for wide band systems and as a result the z-step integration 
adjusting would be tricky. Therefore, the goal of this section is to present an approach to avoid 
direct integration for evaluation of  𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ).  
Suppose, if 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) in equation (24) has a finite degree polynomial representation (with 
respect to 𝑧ᇱ variable), 𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) will have an analytic representation. For now, we assume 
the hypothetical finite polynomial representation of  𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) as: 
𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = ෍ ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) × 𝑧ᇱ
௞
ேಇ
௞ୀ଴
 
 
eq. (26) 
Where 𝑁ஏ is the polynomial degree and ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) is the 𝑧ᇱ-independent coefficient of the 
𝑧ᇱ௞ term in the polynomial representation of 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ). Using (26), the integral in 
equation (24) becomes: 
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𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = ∑ ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ×
ேಇ
௞ୀ଴ ∫ 𝑧
ᇱ௞ × 𝑒ା௭ᇲ௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య) 𝑑𝑧ᇱ௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴                                         
 
 
eq. (27) 
Since 𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) is a z-independent function, the integral in equation (27) has an analytic 
solution: 
∫ 𝑧ᇱ௞ × 𝑒ା௭
ᇲ௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య) 𝑑𝑧ᇱ = ௘
శ೥×೭(೙ೞ)(೑భ,೑మ,೑య)
ൣ௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)൧
(ೖశభ) ×
                                                                              ∑ (ିଵ)
೘×௞!×ൣ௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)൧
(ೖష೘)
(௞ି௠)!
௞
௠ୀ଴ 𝑧(௞ି௠)         
 
 
eq. (28) 
 
Therefore, using (28), the result of integral in equation (27) will be: 
                                         
න 𝑧ᇱ௞ × 𝑒ା௭ᇲ௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య) 𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
= 
𝑒ା௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)×௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)
[𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)](௞ାଵ)
×  ෍
(−1)௠ × 𝑘! × ൣ𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)൧
(௞ି௠)
(𝑘 − 𝑚)!
௞
௠ୀ଴
× ቂ𝐿௦
(௡ೞ)ቃ
(௞ି௠)
−  
(−1)௞ × 𝑘!
[𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)](௞ାଵ)
 
 
eq. (29) 
 
Using equation (29), The integral in equation (27) is represented as: 
𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = ෍ ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ×
ேಇ
௞ୀ଴
𝑒ା௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)×௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)
[𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)](௞ାଵ)
×   ෍
(−1)௠ × 𝑘! × ൣ𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)൧
(௞ି௠)
(𝑘 − 𝑚)!
௞
௠ୀ଴
× ቂ𝐿௦
(௡ೞ)ቃ
(௞ି௠)
 
 
                                                      − ∑ ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ×
(ିଵ)ೖ×௞!
ൣ௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)൧
(ೖశభ)
ேಇ
௞ୀ଴                                         
 
 
 
eq. (30) 
 
Manipulating equation (30) we will have: 
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𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = ෍
𝑒ା௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)×௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)
[𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)](௠ାଵ)
ேಇ
௠ୀ଴
×  ෍
(−1)௠ × ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) × 𝑘! ×
(𝑘 − 𝑚)!
ேಇ
௞ୀ௠
× ቂ𝐿௦
(௡ೞ)ቃ
(௞ି௠)
 
 
                                                      − ∑ ℎ௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ×
(ିଵ)೘×௠!
ൣ௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)൧
(೘శభ)
ேಇ
௠ୀ଴                                         
 
 
 
eq. (31) 
 
For notation simplicity we define: 
𝜏௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ≜ ෍
(−1)௠ × ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) × 𝑘! ×
(𝑘 − 𝑚)!
ேಇ
௞ୀ௠
× ቂ𝐿௦
(௡ೞ)ቃ
(௞ି௠)
 
eq. (32) 
Therefore, using equation (32), equation (31) can be written as: 
𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) 
    = ෍
𝑒ା௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)×௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య) × 𝜏௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) − (−1)௠ × 𝑚! × ℎ௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
[𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)](௠ାଵ)
ேಇ
௠ୀ଴
 
                                     
 
eq. (33) 
 
Using (33), the LF in equation (25) is written as: 
𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = −𝑗 × 𝑒
௝ ∑ ఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 𝑒ି௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భା௙మି௙య)
మ
ଶ ×∑ ఉವ಴ೆ
(೛)ಿೞ
೛సభ
× 𝑒ି௝×∑ ௅ೞ
(೛)×ఉ(೛)(௙భା௙మି௙య)
ಿೞ
೛సభ × 
෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ) × 𝑒௝ ∑ ൣఏ
(೛)(௙భ)ାఏ(೛)(௙మ)ିఏ(೛)(௙య)ିఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷቁቋ 
ேೞ
௣ୀ௡ೞ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଶቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଷቁ
 
ቋ
(௡ೞିଵ)
௣ୀଵ
× 𝑒ା௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×∑ ቄఉವ಴ೆ
(೛) ା௅ೞ
(೛)×ቂఉమ
(೛)ାగ×ఉయ
(೛)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೛)ቁቃቅ(೙ೞషభ)೛సభ
× ෍
𝑒ା௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)×௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య) × 𝜏௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) − (−1)௠ × 𝑚! × ℎ௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
[𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)](௠ାଵ)
ேಇ
௠ୀ଴
 
                                           
 
               
eq. (34) 
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All the terms behind the sign ∑  ேೞ௡ೞୀଵ in equation (34) can be written as 𝑒
௝ఝ(௙భା௙మି௙య) where the 𝜑(. ) 
is a real value function. It can be mathematically shown that the aforementioned function 
(𝑒௝ఝ(௙భା௙మି௙య)) is ineffective in the final result of GN and EGN formulas and can be eliminated 
(replaced by 1) without any change in GN or EGN results. It is due to fact that 𝑓 = 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ 
and the mathematical form of GN and EGN formulas presented in equations (7.10-21) and (D.1-
14) in [19]. Therefore, LF can be more simply represented as: 
𝐿𝐾(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) = 
෍ 𝛾(௡ೞ) × 𝑒௝ ∑ ൣఏ
(೛)(௙భ)ାఏ(೛)(௙మ)ିఏ(೛)(௙య)ିఏ(೛) (௙భା௙మି௙య)൧
(೙ೞషభ)
೛సభ
ேೞ
௡ೞୀଵ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵ + 𝑓ଶ − 𝑓ଷቁቋ 
ேೞ
௣ୀ௡ೞ
× ෑ ቊටΓ(௣)(𝑓ଵ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଶ)Γ(௣)(𝑓ଷ) × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଵቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଶቁ × 𝜌(௣) ቀ𝐿௦
(௣), 𝑓ଷቁ
 
ቋ
(௡ೞିଵ)
௣ୀଵ
× 𝑒ା௝×ସగ
మ×(௙భି௙య)×(௙మି௙య)×∑ ቄఉವ಴ೆ
(೛) ା௅ೞ
(೛)×ቂఉమ
(೛)ାగ×ఉయ
(೛)×ቀ௙భା௙మିଶ௙బ
(೛)ቁቃቅ(೙ೞషభ)೛సభ
× ෍
𝑒ା௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)×௵(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య) × 𝜏௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) − (−1)௠ × 𝑚! × ℎ௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
[𝛩(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)](௠ାଵ)
ேಇ
௠ୀ଴
 
                                           
 
               
eq. (34.2) 
 
6- Optimum Calculation of the Coefficients ℎ௠(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) 
As we mentioned in the previous sections, the integral 𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) in the LF does not have an 
analytic solution in general however, as we saw in the previous section, we can obtain an analytic 
solution provided that, 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) can be represented as a finite degree polynomial as in 
equation (26). In general, we only have the numerical values of  𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) by solving set 
of differential equations presented in equation (1) but we try to fit them to a polynomial. Therefore, 
we try to find ℎ௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)  values to make the below cost function minimum: 
𝐶(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ≜ න 𝑊଴(𝑧ᇱ) × ൥
𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) − ∑ ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) × 𝑧ᇱ
௞ேಇ
௞ୀ଴
𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
൩
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
ଶ
𝑑𝑧ᇱ 
 
eq. 
(35) 
 
Where 𝑊଴(𝑧ᇱ) in equation (35) is a weigh function. We consider the weight function as 
𝑊଴(𝑧ᇱ)  = ൣ𝜗(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)൧
௠ೈ where 𝑚ௐ is a positive constant which gives one degree of 
freedom in our analysis. The reason behind selection of this weight function is that our goal is to 
calculate the integral presented in equation (21) accurately. As × 𝛿(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) is a pure 
imaginary function, we have ቚ𝑒ା௭ᇲ×ఋ(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)ቚ = 1 ;  ∀𝑧ᇱ. Therefore, the greater values of the 
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function 𝜗(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ),which is a real and positive function, have more contribution in the 
integral. In the other words, the major part of nonlinearity is made at higher powers and therefore 
we need to be more accurate in higher powers which have more effect on NLI generation.  
Therefore, the cost function in equation (35) is given by: 
𝐶(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) ≜ න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × ቎𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) − ෍ ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) × 𝑧ᇱ
௞
ேಇ
௞ୀ଴
቏
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
ଶ
𝑑𝑧ᇱ 
 
eq. 
(36) 
Where 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) in equation (36) is: 
𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) ≜
ൣ𝜗(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)൧
௠ೈ
[𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)]ଶ
 
 
eq. (37) 
 
To minimize the cost function 𝐶(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) and find the optimum values of ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) we 
should have: 
𝜕𝐶(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
𝜕ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
= 0     ;   ∀ 𝑘 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑁ஏ 
 
eq. (38) 
 
Taking derivative from both sides of equation (36): 
 
డ஼(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)
డ௛ೖ
(೙ೞ)(௙భ,௙మ,௙య)
= ∫ 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 2 × ൣ−𝑧ᇱ௡൧ ×௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
 
ቂ𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) −
∑ ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) × 𝑧ᇱ
௞ேಇ
௞ୀ଴ ቃ 𝑑𝑧
ᇱ = 0   ;  ∀ 𝑛 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑁ஏ 
 
eq. (39) 
 
 (39) leads to a set of (𝑁ஏ + 1) of unknowns with (𝑁ஏ + 1) equations as the matrix equation 
below: 
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱଶ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
… …         න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱேಇ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
… … න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ(ேಇାଵ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮                                             
⋮
⋮                                            
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱேಇ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ(ேಇାଵ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
… … න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ(ଶேಇ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴ ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
×
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ℎ଴
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
ℎଵ
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
⋮
⋮
ℎேಇ
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
=
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
 
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
⋮
⋮
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱேಇ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴ ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 
 
eq. 
(40) 
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Therefore, we have: 
 
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ℎ଴
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
ℎଵ
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)
⋮
⋮
ℎேಇ
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
= 
 
eq. (41) 
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
           
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ 
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
    
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
                
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱଶ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
            
… …        න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱேಇ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
… … න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ(ேಇାଵ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮                                             
⋮
⋮                                            
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱேಇ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ(ேಇାଵ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
… … න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ(ଶேಇ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴ ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
ିଵ
×
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
 
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴
⋮
⋮
න 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) × 𝑧ᇱேಇ × 𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)𝑑𝑧ᇱ
௅ೞ
(೙ೞ)
଴ ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 
The values of ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) are calculated by equation (41) once for each span and for each 
frequency integration island which is defined in [20]. But inside an integration island the values 
of ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) remain constant and this is exactly the reason we followed the above explained 
approach. Therefore, inside a frequency integration island all numerical integrals inside the matrix 
equation (41) can be calculated by with a constant ∆𝑧 (integration step) which ∆𝑧 does not depend 
on the range of  𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ due to integration island. On the contrary if we wanted to accurately, 
directly and numerically calculate the 𝐼(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) in equation (18), ∆𝑧 (integration step) would 
be strongly depend to the range of  𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ in the frequency integration island and it made us to 
calculate complicated triple integrals over three-dimensional spaces (𝑓ଵ − 𝑓ଶ − 𝑧) with different 
∆𝑧 steps from one island to another. 
 
7- Stepwise Algorithm for Numerical implementation 
 In this section, a step by step method is presented for the numerical evaluation of the LF in 
ultrawideband WDM systems. This algorithm is the logical result of the steps performed in the 
mathematical derivations in the previous sections. We believe this summarized stepwise algorithm 
could make the software numerical implementation simpler and clearer.  
We assume the link that should be analyzed contains 𝑁௦ fiber spans and the WDM scheme 
Contains 𝑁௖ channels with center frequencies 𝑓௖,ଵ, 𝑓௖,ଶ, … , 𝑓௖,ே೎  .The steps on detail are as: 
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1- We feed eq. (1) by input launch power to each span and for each channel (frequency) and 
also the Raman gain profile for each fiber span. Then using set of differential equations in 
eq. (1), we calculate the power evolution function along each span and for each channel. 
This can be done using famous differential equations numerical solving methods like 
Runge-Kutta [25]. Therefore we will have 𝑃 (௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓), ∀𝑧 for 𝑓𝜖൛𝑓௖,ଵ, 𝑓௖,ଶ, … , 𝑓௖,ே೎ൟ and 
𝑛௦𝜖{1,2, … , 𝑁௦}. 
2- In this step, based on equation (6), 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) ≜ ௉
(೙ೞ)(௭,௙)
௉(೙ೞ)(଴,௙)
 , we calculate 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) 
functions , ∀𝑧, for 𝑓𝜖൛𝑓௖,ଵ, 𝑓௖,ଶ, … , 𝑓௖,ே೎ൟ and for 𝑛௦𝜖{1,2, … , 𝑁௦}. 
3- Having 𝜌(௡ೞ)(𝑧, 𝑓) from previous step, the values of 𝜌(௡ೞ)ቀ𝐿௦
(௡ೞ), 𝑓ቁ are calculated for 
𝑓𝜖൛𝑓௖,ଵ, 𝑓௖,ଶ, … , 𝑓௖,ே೎ൟ and 𝑛௦𝜖{1,2, … , 𝑁௦} because we need them in the LF. 
4- All possible non-null integration islands are calculated. Each calculation island is the 
interaction of three different WDM channels in f1-f2 plane [19]. For each integration island 
the following steps needs to be followed independently.  
5- The value of 𝜗(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ)  , ∀𝑧ᇱ and for each span 𝑛௦𝜖{1,2, … , 𝑁௦} is calculated based 
on equation (19) for the current integration island. 
6- The value of  𝛹(௡ೞ)(𝑧ᇱ, 𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) , ∀𝑧ᇱ and for each span 𝑛௦𝜖{1,2, … , 𝑁௦} is calculated based 
on equation (22) for the current integration island. 
7- 𝑚ௐ and 𝑁ஏ are selected by user, for example we can set them to 𝑚ௐ = 2 and 𝑁ஏ = 10. 
8- 𝑊(𝑧ᇱ) is separately calculated for each span based on equation (37) for the current 
integration island. 
9- Equation (41) is solved exclusively for each span and ℎ௞
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) for 𝑘𝜖{0,1,2, . . , 𝑁ஏ} and 
for each span 𝑛௦𝜖{1,2, … , 𝑁௦} will be determined for the current integration island. 
10- Using equation (32), 𝜏௠
(௡ೞ)(𝑓ଵ, 𝑓ଶ, 𝑓ଷ) are calculated for 𝑚𝜖{0,1,2, . . , 𝑁ஏ} and for each span 
𝑛௦𝜖{1,2, … , 𝑁௦} for the current integration island. 
11-  We can calculate the LF based on equation (34.2) for the current integration island and 
make the numerical integration (with respect to frequency variables) for GN/EGN 
calculations as we do in case of GN/EGN without Raman (equation (17)). 
12- Save the calculated GN/EGN data for the current island, then go to another integration 
island and jump to the step 5. If no other integration island remains, go to the next step. 
13-  Use all the saved data of different integration island and calculate final GN/EGN result.  
 
8- Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented the general Link Function (LF) for nonlinearity assessment of fiber 
optic systems with GN and EGN methods. The presented LF is capable of handling both frequency 
dependent loss of the fiber and arbitrary power evolution for each WDM channel. We also 
presented an efficient approach for numerically implementing GN and EGN with the 
aforementioned LF function which provides the possibility of analysis of ultrawideband coherent 
fiber optic systems in the presence of the ISRS and distributed Raman amplification.   
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